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Abstract. Execution of multiple computer-interpretable guidelines (CIGs), enables 

the creation of patient-centered care plans for multimorbidity, which can be 
monitored by clinical decision support systems.  This paper introduces an execution 

framework to manage multiple, concurrently implemented CIGs, also discussing the 

approaches used such as constraint satisfaction.  
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1. Introduction 

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) [1] are evidence-based statements, which are used 

to support carers in supplying appropriate care, mainly for patients with a single disease. 

Patients, especially the elderly, may have dynamic and multiple health conditions 

(multimorbidity) [2], which use multiple formalised versions of guidelines. A computer 

interpretable version of these guidelines (CIGs) [3] can be used to achieve automated 

connections between CPGs and patient data, in order to for supply error-free and 

consistent care recommendations to maintain patient safety. To date, several CIG-driven 

Clinical Decision Support Systems [4] have been proposed to acquire, represent and 

execute guidelines, using different guideline representation languages with associated 

execution engines (e.g., Asbru [5], GLIF3 [6], GLARE [7], Proforma [8]). CIG 

execution involves instantiation of CPGs with patient data, using a mechanism to extract 

information, and recommend appropriate patient-specific care recommendations, such as 

care options and clinical information. 

MuCIGREF, which is a Multiple Computer-interpretable Guideline Representation 

and Execution Framework, is developed to represent and execute CPGs and their 

associated knowledge constructs in order to generate personal care plans for multimorbid 

patients. The application process of each guideline follows the semantics of the 

MuCIGREF ontology. As the care application proceeds, the personal plan is updated 

according to the recommended actions of guidelines. However, this is a challenging issue 

when multiple guidelines are concurrently implemented [9]. These can be induced by 

managing a set of constraints relating with, for instance, arranging concurrency and 

synchronisation relations between clinical activities, recommended by the same or 
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different guidelines to avoid care conflicts (e.g., adverse drug interactions), or the need 

of multi-merging [10] of clinical activities to eliminate care duplications (e.g., inefficient 

use of resources). This paper presents the execution approach of MuCIGREF, mainly on 

alleviating challenges of parallel execution of multiple CIGs while generating a 

personalised care plan. 

2. Model-driven Multiple Concurrently Implemented Guideline Execution  

MuCIGREF implements the following three features: 

1. Elements of concepts and semantics regarding development of CIG 

models: MuCIGREF uses the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which supplies a 

modelling and code generation architecture in Eclipse. EMF models are created to 

represent guideline elements and their interrelations. EMF-based CIG models are 

developed for each CPG. Once CIG models are created, they are executed in parallel to 

generate a unified personal plan model for each multimorbid patient. A model-to-model 

transformation approach (e.g., ATL [11]) is adopted, where source (individual CIG 

model) and target model (Personal Plan model) are complemented with a set of 

imperative logic, using the Epsilon Object Language (EOL) [12], a language imperative 

programming language to create, query and modify EMF models.  

2. Dynamic and flexible constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [13] over 

CIG models: Actions of multiple guidelines may have diverse knowledge elements, 

their recommendations can be conflicting or overlapping, which may cause undesired 

patient outcomes. Constraints can be hard constraints, which must be satisfied at all 

times, like temporal constraints [14], or graph constraints to maintain care flow [15]; 

dynamic constraints like multi-activity management constraints to handle concurrency 

and synchronisation relations of guideline actions or to modify or optimise care to avoid 

conflicts or inefficiencies; or flexible constraints to handle user preferences. To do so, a 

new specialised CSP solving algorithm which is the extension of backtracking approach 

[13], is developed, which adopts to dynamic changes occurred in the CIG actions and 

their interrelations. Dynamic constraint satisfaction is used to support users to add new 

constraints (e.g., concurrency constraint), remove existing constraints or modify them 

during the solution process (e.g., care recommendation); flexible constraint satisfaction 

is used to relax constraints that must be satisfied, and enable users to make preferences 

on solutions (e.g., alternative care options).  

3. Consistent query answering [16] about these constraints: Querying (e.g., 

specific time periods, patient information, lab results) and the constraint propagation 

technique [17], are used to reduce (filter) variables for the constraints, and extract 

information accordingly. Afterwards, this filtered information is recorded and used to 

update the model for further information extractions. Thus, step-by-step propagation and 

querying are applied in the entire personal plan generation process. 

MuCIGREF’s major execution functionalities are as follows: (i) checking execution 

status of each clinical activity to start care; (ii) identifying next clinical activities 

considering all the CIG models related with patient health disorders, by checking 

dependencies and constraints between clinical activities such as temporal constraints; 

and satisfaction of required conditions; (iii) adding, removing, or replacing clinical 

activities and/or their associated care elements; (iv) managing concurrency relations 

between multiple clinical activities to avoid harmful care advices, induced by 

recommendation conflicts (e.g., drug-drug interactions) and/or duplications (e.g., drug 



overdose); (v) performing time-based synchronisation of clinical activities at the specific 

time point in order to be merged at the following care point as part of the care workflow; 

(vi) detecting unification care points to merge CIG actions; (vii) performing time-based 

care optimisation to avoid unnecessary resource (e.g., carer time, lab test) use and 

potential care duplications; and (viii) identifying conflicting clinical activities or 

potential conflicts and resolving them through modification of a clinical activity (e.g., 

activity start time, duration) or its associated care element (e.g., drug dose level).  

 

Figure 1. Concurrency management excerpt of MuCIGREF`s execution approach 

3. Results 

Several CPGs, from the UK National Institute of Care Excellence (NICE), are considered 

and, accordingly, personal plans are generated involving patient information. Execution 

framework meets the workflow requirements discussed in [18]. In Figure 1, an excerpt 

from the MuCIGREF’s execution algorithm is presented, designed to handle 

concurrency relations between CIG actions. Validation is performed in the entire care 

process, in order to maintain consistent and error-free care plan. As part of the validation 

process, a set of model checking constraints are developed to comply with the 

requirements of execution regarding correctness, completeness, consistency and 

accuracy such as whether the defined care workflow has a cycle; each guideline has one 

starting activity and must have minimum one conclusion; or each decision must have 

minimum two conditional options. These constraints are applied in Epsilon Validation 

Language (EVL) [12] which check dependencies between the constraints specification 

of repairs that users can use to fix inconsistencies. 



4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this work, conciliation of multiple CIGs with patient data to manage patients with 

multimorbidity, using a novel execution approach as part of the MuCIGREF, is 

introduced. Multimorbidity case studies were created with associated CPGs and patient 

data. Generating personal care plans for each patient by transforming individual CIG 

models; resolving challenges in coordination of complex knowledge sources and their 

interactions through satisfying a set of constraints with a new CSP solving approach; and 

adopting a dynamic model validation approach which supports users in each care step 

through supplying custom-built error messages, are the major contributions of this 

research. Future work will involve user validation and application in real-world cases.  
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